
ANALYSIS ON SINGAPORE AIRLINES LIMITED MARKETING ESSAY

This report will give an overview of the brief history and growth of Singapore Airlines Limited (SIA) throughout the years.
It will also cov.

Hundreds of industry awards are received by Singapore Airlines for its service quality. However, Singapore
Airlines has to continue on innovation and maintain and improve service quality if they do not wish to lose
out. However due to changing environmental forces and growing and past concerns over costs in the airline
industry it is vital for SIA to take stock of competitive pressures from budget airline companies such as
Ryanair. Singapore Airlines is constantly examining other service industries to see how they respond to
customer needs and then adjusts its products accordingly. Charmie Jayaweera Abstract This report is a
comprehensive study on the chronological overview of the Singapore International Airlines SIA and gives a
brief profile of its various businesses. Singapore Airlines mostly targets at businessmen and wealthy folds who
are willing to pay a premium flight fares for a guarantee high quality service. Macro environmental contexts
are of concern in these advantages as wider economic conditions impacting on businesses will have a
significant impact on SIA if reductions in travelling expenses are sought by business passengers. The company
keeps driving innovation as an important part of the brand, and the cabin ambience and combined experience
are key factors of its success. Marketing an Introduction. SIA needs to constantly provide excellent service in
order to live up to its brand image. The adoption of bigger and more sophisticated energy aircrafts such as A,
Boeing by major airlines resulted in stiff competition. In addition as Porter suggests competitive forces such as
rival, consumer and supplier power, new entrants as well as substitutes greatly impact on a company's
competitive capabilities in its industrial context. Mostly are male with average age  Some of the planes they
fly are now newer than those in Singapore airlines fleet â€” meaning safety and fuel efficiency. At the same
time it is interesting to note that while costs increased visibly net income after tax improved for SIA which is
mainly attributable to high operating income and improved load factor on its flights. The differentiation
marketing strategy exploited by SIA is based on service and the image of Singapore Girl is a key part of this
brand image. However, SIA failed to engage what customers actually want and seek their feedback before
enhancing their products. Although there are not many airlines can compete against SIA, these airlines in the
entire industry share the very similar market. Background of Singapore Airlines II. As a result the awareness
of the Singapore Girl image among global customers is high. SIA adopts new Technology and constantly
seeks alternate energy thus living up to its a social responsibility. Sophisticated air freight services and good
maintenance team on its airplanes increase credibility. Socetal Marketing Concept. Strategic management in
the Asian context. This resulted in emerging low frills budget airlines competition and differentiation in
pricing models. However, regardless of which type of passengers, all of them might just switch to other
airlines without hesitation if time and service match their demand better. For instance, Singapore Airlines
provides variations of cabin classes First, Business and Economy to meet the product demand of people. Not
only aiming for high end of market, Singapore airlines never forget to cater the leisure travelers who are
willing to pay higher price for better in-flight service and safety, or who simply enjoy associated with the
premier and glamorous brand name â€” Singapore Airlines. SIA provides efficient in-flight services through
constant enhancement in technology. Despite being plagued by several factors such as overcapacity,
commoditization of offerings and cutthroat rivalry to name a few, it facilitates economic growth, world trade,
international investment and tourism. While budget operators to date have been either locally or regionally
based should operators like Ryannair expand to providing international journeys this will create major threats
to SIA in terms of competition for long-haul passengers also. In contrast to its rivals SIA has preferred policies
of adding extra value through customer service rather than ones of pure discounts on prices, Thompson, 


